W E ARE L EVC
Welcome to LEVC. The home of sustainable innovation since 1908.

WELCOME

TX. PASSENGER TRANSPORT EVOLVED

For over a century, we’ve built vehicles that stand the test of time.
A heritage which started in the professional taxi trade has, over the
decades, seen us build commercial vehicles with an unrivalled blend
of performance, functionality and craftsmanship. From our iconic
black cabs onwards, every vehicle we’ve produced, every innovation
we’ve introduced, has been engineered to last.
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Now, as the environmental needs of society become greater than ever,
lasting performance means a forward-thinking and sustainable outlook.
We’re leading that charge in commercial vehicle production by focusing
entirely on producing ultra-low emission electric vehicles underpinned
by world-class EV technology.

TX stories

TX is safe
TX is professional

As a progressive and forward-looking business, we are still respectfully
aware of our past and the vision of our founders: to make vehicles that
are the defining statement in their class. Now, by putting urban mobility
on a sustainable pathway, we don’t just look after our customers for the
long term – we look after the environment too.
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The models shown in this brochure are for illustrative purposes only and may not reflect market
specification. Images may incorporate optional equipment and accessories not fitted as standard.

OVERVIEW

TX I S LE AD ING THE CHA RGE
Our cities are expanding, becoming more congested. Concerns about
air pollution are growing. Low-emission zones are becoming more
common. Now, more than ever before, there is a real demand for
sustainable mobility solutions that are also reliable, practical and relevant.

TX
MOBILITY
MODERNISED

TX is purpose-built to answer that demand. Created for smart and
sustainable transport, this vehicle fulfils every need: ultra-lowemissions driving in city centres, longer-distance interurban journeys,
private transport or ride-sharing, utility for businesses and fleets
with a safe, personal feel for the passenger.
TX is professional and comfortable, with the latest driver assistance
features for stress-free journeys. Zero-emissions urban operation
is made possible by the fully electric powertrain, and range-anxiety
is eliminated by the petrol range-extender – so nowhere is out of bounds.
In today’s demanding operating environment, TX makes shuttle
transportation simple, helping businesses make a lasting impression
with a mobility solution that shapes the future for the better.

Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions
CO2 efficiency band

A+
WLTP*

Energy consumption (weighted*, combined)
with full battery

0.9 l/100 km and 23.4 kWh/100 km

Official CO2 emissions (weighted*, combined)

19 g/km

Electric range (with full battery)

101 km

*Weighted values are mean values for fuel and electricity consumption of externally chargeable hybrid electric
vehicles with an average usage profile and daily charging of the battery.
The values were determined according to the more realistic test procedure WLTP (Worldwide harmonised Light
vehicles Test Procedure), which replaces the test procedure with reference to the NEDC (New European Driving
Cycle). All stated values are not part of the offer and may vary depending on driving style, loading, equipment,
selected options and tyres.
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Vehicle complies with the latest European Union emission regulations (Euro 6D).

EV TECHNOLOGY

ZERO EMISSIONS
AND EXTENDED R ANGE
F ULLY E LE C T R I C DR I V E T R A I N

TX IS GR EE N
TX answers the demand for sustainable mobility solutions
with an environmentally friendly, fully electric drivetrain
with the flexibility of a petrol range-extender, a lightweight
aluminium architecture, and the latest passenger and driver
innovations.

TX is powered by an electric motor that drives the rear wheels.
The on-board range-extender technology charges the battery
when needed to extend the total range, giving drivers even greater
flexibility and impressive usability, calibrated to ensure a smooth
and enjoyable passenger experience.
We’ve kept the demands of urban mobility in mind, with 24.2 kWh
of usable power available from the electric battery. The technology
is optimised for passenger-vehicle usage, delivering energy to the
motor instantly. The high rate of supply enhances torque delivery,
coping easily with the higher payloads that come with carrying
multiple passengers. The battery has been rigorously tested to
ensure that it lasts for many years of heavy use.

G E O-F E N C I N G

Geo-fencing technology enables the TX to identify emissioncontrolled areas using GPS, automatically switching to pure electric
power where necessary. This drive mode can also be set to activate
based on the time of day, or a range of other parameters.
As ultra-low emission zones become more prevalent, this
future-proofing will become ever more valuable.

*Pure EV range of 101 km, official EAER (Equivalent All Electric Range) figure, achieved under
WLTP (Worldwide harmonised Light vehicles Test Procedure) test conditions.
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RANGE

On pure electric power, the TX will go as far as 101 km*, delivering an
effective and efficient range for city use, along with zero-emissions.

F LE XI B I LI T Y

If and when required, the petrol-powered range-extender engages
to charge the battery to increase journey length to 510 km.

DUR A B I LI T Y

Go further with a drivetrain and battery built to last the life of the
vehicle. The absence of moving parts in the motor makes it less
susceptible to wear and tear.

ULT R A-LOW E M I S S I ON S

The negligible emissions of TX ensure that it meets the standards
of ultra-low emission zones across the world, as well as contributing
to better air quality in our cities.

A LUM I N I UM ST R UC T UR E

TX features a full aluminium chassis, bonded with incredibly strong
adhesives and fully anodised, enhancing the vehicle’s structural
strength whilst also improving efficiency and extending its range.
30 % lighter than conventional steel and 100 % recyclable, the use
of aluminium also boosts the TX’s green credentials.

THREE DRIVE
MODES OPTIMISE
PERFORMANCE
- WHATEVER THE
JOURNEY AHEAD

3

DRIVE MODES
PU RE E V

2

Operating purely on battery power, without the petrol
range-extender. 100 % electric operation with zeroemissions – essential for legislation compliance.
Best for: City-centre journeys where low emissions
are required.

S MART

DRIVETRAIN

The TX’s default operating mode, delivering the best
efficiency by utilising the battery as much as possible
before engaging the range-extender.

1. Drive motor
A powerful 110 kW electric motor
always drives TX.

Best for: Everyday driving, taking the hassle away
from the driver.

2. Drive battery
The durable lithium-ion battery pack
stores and provides energy to the
drive motor.

S AVE

TX IS F L E X IB L E
TX offers all the environmental benefits of a pure electric vehicle,
while eliminating the most common barrier to adoption of ultra-low
emission vehicles: range-anxiety. The rear wheels are always driven
electrically by a smooth and efficient electric motor, powered by
the TX’s battery, which recharges when the vehicle is plugged
in. Additionally, TX features a range-extender, a small petrol
generator which powers the battery and extends the electrically
driven range, providing total flexibility.
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The vehicle uses the range-extender to maintain the
battery’s state of charge, saving the electric range for
use later.

3. Range-extender
A small petrol engine that generates
electric power to maintain the drive
battery’s charge.

1

Best for: Mixed or interurban journeys when the driver
wants to save TX’s zero-emission capabilities for later.

RE GE NE R ATIVE BR AK IN G

The braking system harnesses energy that would usually
be lost while slowing down, using it to recharge the drive
battery. This increases efficiency and reduces wear on
braking components.

E XC EPTI O N A L C O M B I N ED
F U EL EC O N O MY &
L O W C O 2 EM I S S I O N S

R A N G E- E X TEN D ER G EN ER ATO R
I S PE TR O L- D R IVEN A N D
EU R O 6 D C O M PL I A NT

N O D I ES EL M E A N S N O
HARMFUL SO OT PARTICUL ATES

TOTAL FLEXIBILITY,
ZERO RANGE ANXIETY
510 K ILO M E T R E S TOTA L R A N G E
TX is designed to maximise productivity and minimise downtime. It delivers a total flexible range
of 510 km with ultra-low emissions of just 19 g/km CO2 on the combined WLTP cycle. This cycle
delivers a pure electric zero emissions range of 101 km* and the more frugal driver could achieve
a 126 km range in Pure EV mode, according to WLTP city methodology.
eCity technology offers unrivalled charging flexibility, with standard, fast, and rapid charging
capability via several socket types. This gives access to the full network of charging points,
and confidence that your TX will be recharged and back on the road as soon as possible.
–

AC charging **: Up to 22 kW/32A in as little as 1 hr 15 mins
via the Mennekes/Type 2 socket

–

DC charging**: Up to 50 kW in as little as 30 mins via a CCS
or CHAdeMO socket

*Pure EV range of 101 km, official EAER (Equivalent All Electric Range) figure, achieved under WLTP (Worldwide Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure) test conditions.
**Under ideal weatherconditions
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DESIGN

TX IS D ISTINCTIVE

CHOOSE TO
BE DIFFERENT
CHOOSE TO
BE BETTER
CHOOSE TX
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With its striking yet timeless design, the TX has the power to turn heads.
Taking inspiration from the legendary London black cab, it is instantly
recognisable – and at the same time, uncompromisingly modern.
The impressive front grille and circular headlights, set in a sweeping, defined
front wing, give the TX the confident road presence expected of a vehicle
with such pedigree. The roofline and sloping rear of the TX create a light and
airy interior with impressive headroom. Low window lines and the stunning
panoramic roof provide beautiful views of the journey.
Limousine-style coach doors don’t just allow for a wider doorway, they
suggest the TX is something special. Passengers enjoy the sentimental feel of
riding in a London cab – combined with the highest level of finish and comfort.
This is a vehicle for people going places. From the unique silhouette
to the exterior detailing, this premium mobility solution will make sure
your on-street presence stands apart from the everyday.

DESIGNED AND BUILT
TO PROVIDE TRULY
UNIVERSAL MOBILITY

1
2

TX IS INC L U SIV E
We are proud to bring mobility to all passengers – from every background, in every situation.
From the ground up, TX has been designed to be accessible to everyone.

3

The integrated wheelchair ramp houses a clever folding
mechanism which quickly transforms it into an access
step. This reduces the step height by half, enabling
easier passenger entry and exit.
2. HEARING INDUCTION LOOP

TX is fully wheelchair accessible, with a direct access ramp that folds away into the floorspace.
The ramp is quickly deployable and adjustable, and is complemented by a large door aperture
for easy entry.

The hearing loop sound system helps those who wear
hearing aids to pick up sounds more clearly.
3. AND 4. OPTIONAL HIGH-VISIBILITY TRIM

The interior is spacious enough to easily rotate a wheelchair into a forward-facing position,
while a comprehensive, ISO 10542-compliant restraint system allows wheelchair users to
remain in their wheelchair for the duration of the journey. The completely flat floor is covered
in slip-resistant material for extra stability.

Contrasting grab handles and seat edges assist those
with limited visibility.
4. SWIVEL SEAT

Elsewhere, TX incorporates a swivel seat, which pivots outside the taxi to provide problem-free
access whenever it is needed. High-visibility contrasting grab handles and seat edges aid entry,
seat deployment and exit, while a wide range of communication options – such as hearing induction
loop, braille-embossed controls and microphone system – enable seamless contact between
passengers and driver.

Restricted mobility can impact the ability to twist,
so to provide easier entry and exit, the TX features
a unique swivel seat which pivots outside of the taxi
for better access.

Finally, the wheelchair ramp can transform into a retractable, extra-low step, reducing the step
height by half to give passengers greater ease when exiting the vehicle.

4
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1. FOLDING INTEGRATED STEP

STAY SOCIAL
AND SEPAR ATE

T X I S P R I VAT E

STAY PER SONAL
AND PROFESSIONAL

With the optional protection screen seal kit installed, the screen has virtually
no air gap around its edge – meaning air flow between the front and rear
compartments is reduced, and passengers are protected from the transfer
of air droplets between themselves and the driver. The independent rear
passenger heating and ventilation are controlled by an intuitive touch-interface
situated within easy reach on the door panel.

STAY PROTECTED
AND CONNECTED

TX establishes a new class of mobility in today’s environment: private
public transport.
Setting a new standard for privacy and passenger space, TX includes a central
protection screen, creating a totally separate, independent rear cabin.

Passengers feel safe and comfortable in TX, with its class-leading customer
separation and elegant and contemporary interior design. Attractive, adjustable
ambient lighting adds to the tasteful atmosphere, particularly at night. The
solidity of the fixtures, from the aluminium door pull to the ventilation touch
control panel, is a tactile reminder of the quality of the interior.
TX is underpinned by whisper-quiet, electric technology with carefully
calibrated driver controls, ensuring journeys are smooth and refined.
In all, it gives customers a calm, reassuring and distraction-free space
in which to work or relax.
Watch how air flow moves inside TX with the central protection screen and
protection screen seal kit installed (English only):
levc.com/protection-screen
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GIVE PASSENGER S
AN EXPERIENCE
THAT MAKES THEM
WANT TO RIDE AGAIN
TX IS C O M F O R TA B L E
Stylish, comfortable and connected, TX delivers a memorable passenger experience.
The spacious rear cabin offers convenient, unobstructed entry and exit of the vehicle, meaning
multiple-stop journeys are straightforward and safe, as passengers can alight without disturbing others.
TX comfortably houses up to six passengers, with a user-friendly seating format ensuring ample
shoulder and knee room. Three independent second-row seats face the rearmost bench, allowing natural
social interaction between passengers when in use and folding up to maximise space when not in use.
Impressive headroom and a stunning panoramic glass roof create a light and airy feel. With LED floor
lights, puddle and reading lamps, the interior is bright and inviting for passengers. Their prominent
placing makes life easier for passengers when entering or exiting the vehicle at night or in poor weather.
The electric drivetrain results in extremely low vibrations as well as less noise, pollutants and odours,
delivering a smooth, peaceful ride.
Passengers can charge their phones, tablets or laptops en-route with the built-in sockets – while a
dedicated USB socket in the driver compartment lets the driver install a Wi-Fi dongle, so passengers
can remain connected when aboard.
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PASSENGER
W E L L- B E I N G

TX I S PR AC TICAL
MANOE U VR ABILIT Y

The TX combines the most spacious driver and passenger
environment we’ve ever created with the signature compact
footprint and 8.45 m turning circle that defines the London black
cab. This allows shuttle operators to negotiate tight spaces and
narrow city streets with unparalleled manoeuvrability.

D U R ABILITY

The TX is made to last. Features such as robust SMC body
panels, reinforced handles and hinges, plus hard-wearing seats,
keep it looking its best, long-term.

F LE XIBILITY

Designed to meet the requirements of modern passengers,
the electrical accessory interface allows quick, simple and safe
electrical installation of a wide range of aftermarket devices
without interfering with existing wiring harnesses.

The London cab's turning circle means that it can navigate
the tiny roundabout in front of The Savoy Hotel in London with ease.
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COMMUNITY

“W E WANTED TO TAKE OUR LEVEL OF CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE EVEN FURTHER TO ENSURE OUR CUSTOMERS
FEEL SAFE AND SECURE. OUR FANTASTIC NEW TAXI HAS
ALLOWED US TO DO JUST THAT.”

REVIERFLITZER
Size of fleet: 5

Location: Oberhausen
Started operation: June 2020

T X STO R IES

Type of business: On-demand mobility service
How they use the vehicle:
Supplement the existing bus and tram network

Sophia Hirsh, Managing Director, Hirsh

“The London taxis are legendary. The driving experience
is something special. That’s why I think the people of
Oberhausen are curious and will gladly use the new service.”

HIRSH

Credit: British Airways/Nick Morrish

BRITISH AIRWAYS
Size of fleet: 6

CLEVERSHUTTLE

IOKI

How they use the vehicle:
Complimentary personal taxi service

Location: Berlin

Location: Hamburg

Started operation: June 2019

Started operation: July 2018

Type of business: Private shuttle service

Type of business: Public private partnership e-shuttle service

How they use the vehicle: Ride-sharing

How they use the vehicle: Ride-sharing

“T HE VEHICLES ARE
IN OPERATION ALMOST
AROUND THE CLOCK.”

“The mobility shift is not only happening in our heads, but above all on the
road. IOKI Hamburg and our demand-responsive, zero-emission (capable)
shuttles by LEVC demonstrate pioneering spirit and are a good reason
to leave your own car behind.”

Size of fleet: 17

Dr. Michael Barillère-Scholz, CEO at IOKI

Bruno Ginnuth, CEO & Co-Founder of CleverShuttle

Credit: Ioki/Vhh Wolfgang Koehler

Location: London
Started operation: January 2019

KVGOF

Type of business: Airport service

Size of fleet: 4

How they use the vehicle: VIP inter-flight shuttle service

Location: Hainburg, Mainhausen and Seligenstadt
Started operation: August 2019

“It’s great to see the reaction of customers. They love
the space in the vehicle for their hand baggage.
We’re also really pleased that using new generation
vehicles reduces our carbon footprint.”

Type of business: Private shuttle service
How they use the vehicle: Ride-sharing

Daljit Hayre, Senior Manager, Heathrow Customer Experience at British Airways
Credit: eHopper | Copyright: Pineda-Fotografie
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Type of business: Luxury jeweller

Location: London
Started operation: June 2020

Denis Osmann, Deputy Chairman of the Supervisory Board of STOAG

Size of fleet: 20

Size of fleet: 1

“As cities develop more complex and dynamic mobility patterns, we
required a future-oriented shuttle which could fit in to our new on-demand
mobility offering. TX is the perfect vehicle to meet these needs for us.”
Andreas Maatz, Managing Director at kvgOF

Type of business: Rural shuttle service

“Calling a shuttle by cell phone – this is citizen-friendly, innovative
and makes our local public transportation even better. I am
pleased that this is possible with a development from Germany
and hope that many more cities and communities will digitally
supplement their public transportation services.”

How they use the vehicle: Ride-sharing

Andreas Scheuer, Federal Minister of Transport and Digital Infrastructure

LOOP-MÜNSTER
Size of fleet: 10

Location: Münster
Started operation: September 2020

FEATURES

BUILT FROM
THE GROUND UP
TO PROTECT
DRIVER S AND
PASSENGER S
TX IS S A F E
The safety features of the TX, both preventive
and protective, underpin why it should be the
first choice for your business, providing you
and your customers with ultimate peace of mind.

DR IV ER AS S ISTA N C E ( SEE OV ER L E A F)

Driving in hectic urban centres demands constant attention – not an easy task even for the most
skilful drivers, particularly if behind the wheel for hours at a time. The sophisticated driver assistance
technology, fitted as standard in the TX, enables drivers to negotiate the streets as safely as possible,
contributing to better peace of mind.

PAS S IV E S A FET Y

In the event of an accident, the vehicle’s protective structure has been designed to prevent or minimise
physical injury. The bonded, anodised aluminium body is able to absorb energy twice as effectively
as mild steel. And inside, everything from the energy-absorbing seats and the protective driver’s partition
to the airbags and electronic systems has been designed with safety in mind.

ST R ON G B ODY ST R UC T UR E

The aerospace-inspired body structure not only means a lighter and stiffer chassis, but also a significantly
stronger one. The TX is built to exceed the world’s most stringent crash test requirements.

R EST R A IN T S

Each seat features a full three-point seatbelt and energy-absorbing headrests. The outer rear seats also
feature universal ISOFIX mounting points, compatible with most child car seats. Wheelchair users are
safely secured thanks to a fully ISO 10542 compliant restraint system.

A IR BAG S

The passenger compartment features two full-length curtain airbags. Drivers are protected by their own
60-litre airbag deployed from the steering wheel, along with additional side and curtain airbags in the
front cabin.

STA B IL IT Y

The TX enjoys a strong and stable road presence, thanks to a low centre of gravity and excellent handling.
The very latest in electronic stability aids work together to help TX handle even the most extreme conditions.
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DRIVER ASSISTANCE
L A NE DE PARTU RE WARNING

Sensors mounted in the windscreen ‘watch’ the road markings ahead.
Should the vehicle begin to drift out of its lane without indicating, the driver
is alerted to avoid a potential collision.

R OA D S IGN INFORMATION

Important information and instructions from road signs are displayed
on the instrument binnacle, making it easier to stay informed of speed limits
or road signs the driver may have missed on busy city roads.

A UTO NOMOU S E ME RGE NCY BR AK ING

The urban environment always has the potential to make an emergency stop
necessary. The AEB in TX automatically applies the brakes if the driver fails
to react in time when an obstacle appears in front of the vehicle.

STA B I L ITY CONTROL SYSTE MS

As well as ABS, TX features Emergency Brake Assist (EBA) and Electronic
Stability Control (ESC) to avoid loss of control – even in the worst weather,
or on poor road surfaces.
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LESS STRESS
BEHIND THE WHEEL
TX IS P R O F E SSIO N A L
Designed to be a professional, comfortable workspace, the TX is built with drivers
and their well-being in mind. Not only does this result in happy, relaxed drivers, it also
ensures a more positive passenger experience. The cabin is built specifically around
the demands of the driver, with a fully-adjustable and ergonomically-designed seat
providing supportive comfort for long days (or nights) behind the wheel.
Powerful automatic air conditioning keeps conditions pleasant and lets drivers and
passengers enjoy individual temperature settings, while an angled central touchscreen
controls all the systems and settings. From incoming calls to navigation assistance, all
the information is clearly visible on the HD driver display.
The windscreen wipers respond automatically to changing weather conditions, and the
automatic headlights respond to street lighting and other vehicles, switching between
dipped and main beams as appropriate. The handbrake is electronic and controlled
automatically to reduce physical strain over the course of a journey. Cruise control
allows drivers to concentrate on the road, not the speedometer, and a speed limiter that
can automatically adjust its setting in response to road signs provides extra peace of
mind*. The lack of gears makes urban driving significantly easier, as well as resulting
in smoother acceleration.
Parking is safer and less stressful thanks to a rear-view parking camera and sensors,
and a satellite navigation system is also available.

*The automatic speed limiter function is an aid. The driver always bears responsibility for maintaining the correct distance and speed, including
when the automatic speed limiter is being used.
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D R IVER WELL-BEING

A study undertaken by LEVC in partnership with
academics from the University of York has shown
that moving from driving diesel to electric vehicles
improves mental well-being for commercial vehicle
drivers. The test took place in central London
with four professionals taking to the wheel of
the electrically driven TX and the previous diesel
model, and undertaking a series of trial drives. Brain
monitoring found that whilst driving the TX, drivers
were calmer, happier and more focused.
“The study suggests that the quieter driving
environment allowed cabbies to be in a more
concentrated state of mind. In other words,
by removing the noisy diesel engine rumble,
they are perhaps freed up to get on with driving
in a more focused, but calm way.”
Dr. Duncan Williams, University of York
More information is available via this link (English only):
levc.com/positive-wellbeing

QUALITY

THE RESULT OF A
£500M INVESTMENT
IN ELECTRIC VEHICLE
DEVELOPMENT
TX IS B UILT TO L AST
Our brand-new purpose-built facility in Ansty, Warwickshire, uses the best people, equipment,
processes and systems to ensure unrivalled quality. This environmentally-friendly manufacturing
facility was made possible by a £500m investment from our parent company, Geely, and is the
first in the UK to be exclusively dedicated to electric vehicle production. Our sister company
Volvo played an important role in the development of TX. World renowned for their safety and
engineering innovations, Volvo’s components help to ensure reliability and durability, alongside
a globally established supply chain which comprises the finest Tier 1 component suppliers of the
automotive industry, including LG Chem, Valeo Siemens, Delphi, Bosch and ZF Friedrichshafen AG.
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PROVEN
TX has completed more test mileage than all of our previous
models put together, proving itself from the desert to the
Arctic tundra – as well as in the busy urban environments where
it will spend its life.
Our permanent engineering base at the MIRA Technology Park
near Coventry gives us access to world-leading facilities, such as:
– Advanced emissions test centre
– Kinematics and Compliance rig
– Corrosion cycle ‘Salt Bath’
– Climatic wind tunnels
– Advanced crash test facilities
Hundreds of hours of rigorous road testing across the
100 kilometres of proving ground test track at the 840-acre
MIRA site included potholes, cobbles, rough concrete surfaces,
and even railway tracks, replicating all of the environments this
vehicle is likely to encounter.
Finally, we put the vehicle to the ultimate test, with drivers
tackling the busy city roads and using a variety of charging and
usage profiles to assess and improve how the finished model
would perform in the ‘real world’.
The exhaustive testing carried out ensures that TX will set
the standard for professional mobility services worldwide.

DEPENDABLE
TX’s reduced maintenance requirements, tough build quality, and reliable
engineering all contribute to a decrease in downtime. We understand better
than anyone else the demands drivers and passenger vehicles face every
day. From its durable door handles to its resistance to potholes, TX can take
everything long days can throw at it.
TX delivers durability and dependability, so drivers can effortlessly tackle
the rigorous and varied demands of city life. The electric drivetrain is
just one of the cutting-edge technologies underneath the stylish exterior
of TX. A lightweight bonded aluminium structure sets the foundation.
This technology is widely used in high-end automotive, motorsport and
aerospace industries – and we’ve adapted it for the unique requirements
of a commercial shuttle. On top, the body panels are made from a tough
composite material which resists damage and doesn’t corrode, helping
maintain the appearance over the vehicle’s working life. Beneath, the
lithium-ion drive battery has been extensively tested over a million miles,
and in the most hostile environments on earth, to ensure reliability and
longevity no matter the terrain or usage. Furthermore, it includes a five-year,
unlimited mileage warranty for greater peace of mind. Whilst we appreciate
not every TX will experience the bitter cold of the Arctic Circle, or the extreme
heat of the Arizona desert, drivers can rest assured that their vehicle has
been built to last.

COMPREHENSIVE VEHICLE AND BATTERY WARRANTY

TX has been built to provide long years of service – and our warranty package ensures
you are covered in the unlikely event a problem occurs.
Every TX comes with a fully comprehensive, three-year/190,000 km warranty*, for complete
peace of mind during your first years of ownership. Just as important is our five-year,
unlimited mileage warranty on the lithium-ion drive battery, a reflection of our
confidence in this key component’s durability.
Contact your LEVC dealer for more warranty information.

SERVICE INTERVALS

The revolutionary eCity drivetrain has fewer moving parts than a conventional engine, leading
to reduced component wear. As a result, we can offer highly competitive service intervals,
with a scheduled service required just once a year or every 40,000 km, whichever comes first.

A UT HOR ISED R EPA IR ER S

Our network of Authorised Repairers receives comprehensive, manufacturer-approved
training and equipment to ensure your TX is in the best possible hands.
Our Authorised Repairers will only ever use approved LEVC parts and products, which
are designed for the pressures of professional passenger vehicle transport. Using them
ensures the longevity of your vehicle and minimises downtime.

*The warranty is for 3 years or 190.000 km, whichever is sooner.

TAILORED PACKAGES

TX I S YOU R S
Tailor TX to the needs of your business with our simple option packs.

TX IS P R O F ITA B L E
TX delivers commercial benefits and savings to operators and
businesses, from week one of ownership and continuing throughout
the entire lifecycle.

COMFORT PACK

Its use of eCity technology gives owners the fuel savings you expect
from an electric vehicle – and more. TX is capable of complying with
the world’s strictest emissions regulations, and can be driven in any
urban environment without incurring emissions fees.

Enhance the driving experience with additional
comfort options.
– Luxury driver's seat (inc. additional and electric
adjustment plus heated seat)

The fully electric powertrain with range-extender means entitlement to
the intrinsic economic and environmental benefits of an electric vehicle,
such as eligibility for grants and exemption from emissions penalties.

– Electrochromatic auto-dimming rear view mirror
– Heated windscreen (with timed cut-off)

DR I V E R C ON V E N I E N C E PAC K 1

All features from COMFORT PACK, plus:
– Integrated satellite navigation with traffic updates
– Reversing camera
– Front parking sensors

– Central arm rest

Additional equipment applicable to Icon variant:
– Central arm rest
– Accessory bar mounting solution with
cupholder/oddment tray
– 12V power socket (driver compartment)
– Rear parking sensors
– Boot compartment carpet
– Boot light
– Puddle lamps (driver and passenger doors only)

– Rear parking sensors

Making drivers’ lives as stress-free as possible, so they can
concentrate on the road ahead.

Happier drivers mean happier passengers; driver convenience
should be a top priority.

– Accessory bar mounting solution with
cupholder/oddment tray
– 12V power socket (driver compartment)

– Under-seat lockable box

The electric powertrain has fewer moving parts than a conventional
engine and reduced component wear than a conventional taxi, leading
to long service intervals and less downtime in the garage – which in
turn means more commercially productive time on the road.

– Rear window wiper
– Document stowage net & coat hook

PAS SE N G E R C OM F OR T PAC K 1

– Overhead storage space
– Luggage compartment sun visor

The vehicle’s durability and dependability contribute to a long-lasting
and problem-free ownership experience, with excellent residual
values at the end of TX’s period of service.

Create an elegant, contemporary and feature-packed interior
for the best passenger experience.

Additional equipment applicable to Icon variant:
– Boot compartment carpet
– Boot light

TX owners enjoy a comprehensive finance and support package
tailored to their needs, with a range of options supported by major
finance providers. Our Salespeople will be delighted to discuss the
available plans with you, including Personal Contract Purchase,
Hire Purchase and Business Contract Hire*.

– Puddle lamps (driver and passenger doors only)

*Sale and purchase agreement is concluded between the distributor and the customer.
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– Panoramic glass roof
– Independent touch controls (temperature/fan speed)

Be instantly recognisable, day or night. A touch of chrome
adds glamour and an even stronger, premium aesthetic.
This is for people going places.

– USB charge point x 2

– Chrome grille surround and lower exterior trim
– Chrome door handles
– Chrome wheel centre caps and embellishers

– Row 3 LED reading lights

– Dedicated USB sockets for on-board Wi-Fi
– High visibility grab handles (overhead)

FO R A D D ITI O N A L I N FO R M ATI O N , I N C LU D I N G PR I C I N G ,
PLE AS E R EFER TO O U R T X PR I C E & S PEC I FI CATI O N G U I D E .
The models shown in this brochure are for illustrative purposes only and incorporate optional
equipment and accessories not fitted as standard. What is considered standard or optional
equipment may also vary, and the configuration of individual versions may change after the
publication date, from time to time and from territory to territory. For more information
about country specific vehicle versions, please contact your local LEVC supplier. Every
effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this publication were accurate and
up-to-date at the time of going to press (November 2021). The Company reserves the right to
make modifications to the vehicles, alter pricing, specifications, equipment and withdraw
products from sale without notice. Any such alterations will be notified to LEVC retailers at
the earliest opportunity. Please consult your local retailer for the latest information.
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